FEDERATION OF CANADIAN ARTISTS
NORTH OKANAGAN VERNON CHAPTER JURIED
SHOWS
(MAXIMUM OF THREE ENTRIES PER ARTIST)

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Complete and sign one painting label per entry. The artist
is responsible for the accuracy of all information. Send the
entire form with a suitably stamped self-addressed return
envelope, along with **fee of $15 per entry, (see fee
details below) to: NOFCA, c/o E.A. Moore, 5492 Silver
Star Road, Vernon. V1B3K4.
2. Mat and frame, if appropriate, your accepted work. Mats
must be white, off white, or neutral in colour. Paper mats
must be under glass. Unframed canvases must have staples
on the back, and the edges must be professionally finished.
The hanging wire must be taut, and the metal hangers close
enough to the upper edge that the painting hangs flat against
the wall. Framed painting(s) with their label(s) attached must
be delivered to the Exhibition location by:____________

NOFCA PAINTING LABEL:

Show:________________________________________________
Artist:____________________________Phone:_______________
Title:_________________________________________________
Image Size:(h)___(w)___Medium:______________on:__________
Framed price:________Unframed price:_________
I hereby certify that the above named artwork is not a copy, derivative, or
based on the work of others, or in any way an infringement of copyright. I
agree to allow the NOFCA Chapter to use this image for publicity purposes.
I understand that the NOFCA Chapter does not have insurance for art
works on display at Chapter shows.

Signature:_________________________e-mail:_______________
_____Accepted _____Declined
NOFCA PAINTING LABEL:

HOW TO FILL OUT THIS FORM:
1) Pricing: Please provide an unframed price only if you
want to sell a piece without its frame. This is not
recommended for custom-size frames.
2) Please do not call for jury results. You will receive an
email/call as soon as the results are known.

Show:______________________________________________
Artist:_____________________________Phone:____________
Title:_______________________________________________
Image Size:(h)___(w)___Medium:____________on:__________

RESTRICTIONS TO BE AWARE OF:
1) Works created in workshops and/or classes are not
eligible for entry in juried shows, whether the instructor
made any marks on the image or not.
2) NOFCA Chapter is unable to hang paintings that are
not for sale.
3) For the protection of the artist, paintings with unsigned
labels cannot be hung in the Chapter Shows. Please
ensure that your labels are completed in full, and that the
pricing is correct.
4) Save images at 300 DPI , and 1800 pixels on the longest
side

Framed price:________Unframed price:_________
I hereby certify that the above named artwork is not a copy, derivative, or
based on the work of others, or in any way an infringement of copyright.
I agree to allow the NOFCA Chapter to use this image for publicity
purposes. I understand that the NOFCA Chapter does not have
insurance for art works on display at Chapter shows.

Signature:_____________________e-mail:_______________
_____Accepted _____Declined

NOFCA PAINTING LABEL:

RECEIPT FOR JURY FEES
NORTH OKANAGAN FCA JURIED SHOWS
(Complete if you require a receipt)

Received from:_______________Date:_____
(Your name)

Show:_______________________________

Show:_______________________________________________
Artist:_____________________________Phone:____________
Title:_______________________________________________
Image Size:(h)___(w)___Medium:____________on:__________
Framed price:________Unframed price:_________

The $15 fee is for entry only. You are
responsible for photographing your
piece(s) and forwarding the images
to Ev McDougall
(remcdougall@shaw.ca)
Questions: Ev at 250 542 9131
Barry at 250 558 5390

I hereby certify that the above named artwork is not a copy, derivative, or
based on the work of others, or in any way an infringement of copyright. I
agree to allow the NOFCA Chapter to use this image for publicity
purposes. I understand that the NOFCA Chapter does not have insurance
for art works on display at Chapter shows.

Signature:______________________e-mail:________________
_____Accepted _____Declined

